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CHAPTER X
THE INTRODUCTION

.

The Introduction
The Introduction— The high school home report card has
been undergoing constant revision down through the years.
It is a problem which mu,st change to meet the educational
needs of our society.

Consequently, the author has under¬

taken this problem with that main idea in mind.

A home

report card is to be developed which meets the nee'ds of
our present day society.
Background of the Study— The high school home report card
presents a definite problem to the administrators, teachers,
parents, and the community.

The problem has plagued these

groups of people for many years.

Committees of teachers,

parents, administrators, and the community leaders have
worked on this problem time and time again, in most cases
with only moderate success.

Year after year new home report

cards are being devised some good and some bad.

As a teacher

in a secondary school these reports seem to me to give an
inadequate expression of the work of the pupil to the home.
Most of our home report cards in Massachusetts are of the
traditional type using either a three 0r five point scale of
j*

marking.

The information appearing on these cards Is very

inadequate indeed.

The parents must receive mo^e information

in order to judge the work of their children in our schools.
“Educational objectives are not fixed and constant, but
should change with changes in pupils* needs and those of

3
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society.
Most of our schools at the present time have not
changed to meet the present needs of our twentieth century
society.

Parents are demanding more and more information

about the work of their children in the schools of the na¬
tion.

Parents are taking a more active interest in the wel-

fare of the schools.

This demand for a better and more ade-

quate home report card has reached a high peak.

It is up to

us as teachers and administrators to answer this call.

Un¬

less something is done our system of home reporting will sink
into an abyss from which it will take many years to arise.
Reason for Interest— These reports are about the only tan¬
gible way we have of expressing a pupil*s progress.

In order

to devise a new home report card which will give the parents
a clear-cut analysis of the work of their children in the
schools, this problem has been undertaken.

Achievement of

a degree of success in this problem will compensate the writer
for the work put forth.
Importance of the Home Report— Probably the best way to
determine the importance of the home report card is to try
to find out just what parents want to know about the work of
their children in school.

Many parents have different ideas

about what items of information should, appear on the home

1

Anderson, Kenneth “Reports by Departments.*
House. VoX. 23, Ho. 1 (3ept. 1948) p. 27

The Clearing

report card.

If an analysis of the items of information

that parents would like to see on the home report card were
made, there would be a list drawn up that ttfould include
hundreds of items.

$aeh parent has different ideas as to

what information should appear on the home report card.

It

Is impossible to satisfy all wants, so we will have to ar¬
rive at a list of certain criteria that will satisfy the
basic wants of all parents.

HXn brief, parents generally

want three things from report cards:
1.

A simple mark, easily understood which shows
how their child compares with other children
of his grade.

2.

Some indication of whether the teacher thinks
he is doing the best he can.

3.

A personal interpretation of the child*s pro¬
gress with encouragement and suggestions for
further improvement.H

This list of three main points expresses in a few words the
things that parents would like to know about the work of
their children in school.
A typical comment by a parent serves to illustrate this
point.

One mother wrote, “I•m glad you use letter grades on

the report cards because I had them when I was in school and
I understand them.

2.

But I wish you could give us a brief

National Parent Teacher (January, 19^9) p. 6

-5cornment In addition to Indicate whether my child is average,
above average, or below average on a list of items.

I*d

like to know more about my child*s work habits, whether he
needs help, whether he is doing as can be expected, and how
I oan help him to Improve.*3
made by parents.

This Is typical of the comments

“They want something more precise than the

“Satisfactory—UnsatlsafactoryH form of report, which seems to
have no meaning for them and does not tell them whether a
child*s scholastic record is high enough to admit him to a
first-class college.0**

thus the importance of this problem

can be easily seen from the quotations that X have Just pre¬
viously mentioned.

It is an acute problem that can Only be

solved by an application of sound educational principles
which must be used In constructing a new home report card
which will answer moat of the questions of the parents.

To

this problem attention must now be turned.
statement„pf the Problem— This problem envolves itself into
two main aspects;
1.

What are the types of home reports used in
Massachusetts high schools?

2.

Devising a new high school home report card
which will take care of some of the funda-

,

mental deficiencies of the cards now in

3*

National Parent Teacher (January, 1949) p.6

4.

Ibid, p. 6

existence.

The final result of this

analysis will be to devise a new high
school home report card that will be
flexible enough to meet the needs of
practically any high school in the Common¬
wealth of Massachusetts or in any other
standard high school in the country.
Method of Procedure— In order to come to any definite
conclusions in a problem of this sort, it is necessary to
make sure that the amount of material on hand is adequate.
This survey covered the offices of 208 superintendents of
*

schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Table 1 on

page seven shows the numbers of letters sent and the number
of replies received.

These form letters Twere sent at the

beginning of the 19^9-1959 school year and the percentage
of response as can be seen in Table 1 is 78.365$.

Consid¬

ering the adequacy of this survey, the conclusion must be
drawn that it is truly representative.

Many of the replies

sent in by various superintendents of schools Included more
than one home report card.

This was especially true in the

case of the larger cities.

Under this category would come

such cards as those of Springfield Trade School, Worcester
Trade School, New1 Bedford Vocational School, etc.

A re¬

sponse of 78.365$ 3*s considered adequate enough for the
writer to go ahead to make certain conclusions and to have
enough material available to draw up a new home report card

t

-7based on the evidence at hand.
Results received from form letter—This table shows
the number of letters sent, the number received, and the
percentage of replies.

TABLE I
Summary of the results of form letter sent to all
Superintendents of Schools,

Number of
letters
sent

208

Number of
replies
received

163

Percentage
of
response

73.365

From Table I it is to be noted that the percentage of
response is high enough to indicate a representative sampling.
The Elementary Home Report Card-- Before going any further
in this study it will be necessary to clarify certain aspects
of this problem.

Here, within the Commonwealth of Massachu¬

setts, a great amount of work has been done in the field of
elementary home report cards.

Many school systems in this

State use the so called progressive type of home report card.
As a result of this work already done, the writer will center
his endeavors on the high school home report card.
The High School Home Report Card— Here in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts there has been some work done in the field
of the high school home report card.

Most of this work is

!

8—
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confined to a entail group of school systems.

Later on

in this paper it will be shown where progress has been
made in Massachusetts,

There is a lot of work still to

be done in this field.

This is the primary reason why

the author has undertaken to add a little more information
and a new home report card to this field of educational
work.

It is hoped that this endeavor will throw a little

more light on the problem and that it will aid some admin¬
istrators in this state.

Secondary home-report cards in

many cases must undergo a revision in order to keep pace
with the times and in order to more adequately serve
parents, the pupils and the community.

CHAPTER II
HOME REPORT CARDS

Chapter II
Home Report Cards
Home Report Cards— This chapter i* concerned mainly with
home report cards In general.

The author will present a

complete summary of the types In existence, present two
home report card classifications, and discuss the present
day trend of the home report card.
Description of Various Types in Existence— There are many
types of home report cards in existence in the country and
within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Here in Mass¬

achusetts an exhaustive examination on the part of the author
has clearly shown that no two school systems have a report
that is exactly alike.

Every card has something different

which sets it apart from the rest.

However, regardless of

these minor differences we can definitely set up a class¬
ification system whereby we can catalogue these cards.
There are many systems of classification that have been
used.

The author x^ould like to present a few that came

to light during the course of this study.
Lane*s Classification— Robert Hill Lane author of “The
Principal in the Modern Elementary Schoolrt has drawn up
a classification of the home report cards.
the following to say:

Mr. Lane has

# In general, home reports the country

over tend to into the following categories, beginning with
the most conventional and traditional type, and ending with
the most extreme progressive form of home report:
(a)

The percentage report.

This is a

11
strictly subject-matter report with grades
expressed in per cents: Arithmetic 79 percent,
Geography 84 percent, and so on.
(b) The 3 to 5 point scale report.

This is also

a strictly subject matter report with grades
expressed by 1,2,3,
or by 1i2,3,4,5,
doubtful, poor).

(excellent, average, poor);

(excellent, strong, average,
Occasionally this type of re¬

port used letters in place of numbers— A, B,
C, or A, B, 0, “D, S3, or perhaps H (honors),
S (Satisfactory), and F (failure).
(c) A combination of (b) above and a list of speci¬
fic qualities, habits, or attitudes, punctuality,
obedience, industry, self-control, etc.
(d) A refinement on (c) above to the extent that
both subject-matter categories and social at¬
titudes are broken down into component parts;
for example, under reading may appear, slightly
indented, Ability to read quickly, Ability to
comprehend what is read, Appreciation, and so on.
Under social attitudes, Cooperation for example
may be subdivided: Chares his belonwin^s with
others9 accepts leadership, and so on through
four or five additional Illustrations of Co-

operation.
(e) A complete inventory of the ehilds phy¬
sical, intellectual, social, and emotional
growth expressed in specified terms.

Such

a report may appear on large sheets and
each report may consist of four or more
pages of closely printed matter.
(f) A report blank which contains only the
name of the school, date, and teacher*s
name to be used by the teacher for a per¬
sonal note to the parents.
(g) A report in narrative form written by the
teacher; or, in the middle and upper grades,
written by the child himself on his own
t

progress, accompanied by comments by the
teacher and concluding with comments by
the parents. *♦•*•
Lane*s classification as we can see upon examination, was
drawn up with the elementary home-report card in mind.

How¬

ever, the general categories that he has set up can be ap¬
plicable to the high school home report cards that are going
to be analyzed.

1.
Lane, Robert Hill The Principal in the Modern Eleraentarv
School p. 45-46
-

13-
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Traxler* 9 Classification— Arthur K. Traxler has sat up a
very simple classification in as much as he has not rone
into an explanation of the various types of card.

His

classification is as follows.
1.

"Old type card (percentage or 3 or 5
point scale)

2.

Formal Report Cards.

Supplemented by

Personality Report
3.

Reports based on Comments by teachers

4.

Letters substituted for Report Cards

5*

Ho Stocx Form-*-Mimeographed forms made
by each teacher."^

me tvo classifications selected were chosen! One for its
great amount of detail; and the other because of its brevity.
All other classifications examined tended to fall in between
the two presented.

All of them in one form or another in¬

cluded the types of cards as classified by Lane and Traxler.
►

——.Tr^tlona^- ft-?POr_t..Card— The traditional home report
card may be classified as a card which includes either a
three or a five point scale of marking.

Seventy three of

the reports which were received during the period of this
stuoy fall into this category.

Massachusetts public himh

schools still tend to use the traditional home report card.
A representative report card of this type may be found on

2.

Traxler, Arthur E, Techniques of Guidance p. 242

page fifteen.

This card Is used in the Chelsea Senior

School, Chelsea, Massachusetts.

This card was select¬

ed from the group of seventy-three traditional card that
were so classified by the writer.

It can be seen that a

card of this type offers very little information to the
parents as to the relative progress or retardiness of their
children.

All the other cards that fell into this group

were exactly the same in most major respects.

They can

all be classified as traditional home report cards.
■SrAtIclsms of the Traditional Home Report— There have been
many criticisms leveled at the traditional home report card.
The main criticism which the author of this study seems to
find is the fact that it is an inadequate representation of
the work of the pupil in school.

It offers very little in

the way of compensating the pupil and the parents for the
work done in school.

E. K. Bolmeler has this to say about

the traditional report card.

MThe various factors which

a teacher usually taJkes into consideration in the issuing
of school marks are not necessarily correlative.

There¬

fore, a single mark such as A, B, C, D, or F, does not re¬
veal the teachers appraisal of the pupils comparative ac¬
complishments and attitudes.

Moreover, there is a variation

in the importance that teachers attach to certain accom¬
plishments and attitudes.

Factors which are influential for

some teachers in the determination of single composite

TRADITIONAL REPORT CARD

CHELSEA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

QUARTERLY REPORT
N ame____
School Year
Room
SUBJECTS

Credits

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

Av.

Total

Credits

JOOH3K «fi»H '
EXPLANATION
A indicates excellent work
B
C
D

“
“

F

u

u

90-100

u

good
fair

80-90
70-80

u

poor but passing
failure—below

65-70
65

For college recommendation in any subject an average

no

lower than B is required.
All pupils can behave properly

therefore “A” is the

onlj

sac isfactory mark in behavior.

Parents are requested to sign and return this report
Your signature indicates that you have examined the
r.port, but it does not necessarily signify approval or dis¬
approval.
SIGNATURES

I t quarter
2nd quarter
3rd quarter

In promoting the welfare of the pupils, the school
cordially invites the co-operation of parents.
R. R. Webber
Headmaster

16-
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marks are discounted or even disregarded by others*The
author agrees whole-heartily with the sharp criticisms
leveled at the traditional home report card by E. K. Bolmeler
of the Public Schools of Jackson, Mississippi.
IfrAJ^ogresalve Home Report Card— This type of card may
be classified under the following headings:
1.

.

P©ports based on comments by the teacher

2

Letters substituted for renort cards

3.

Mimeographed forms made by each teacher

4.

Notes written on work by the teachers or
in higher grades, by the pupils them¬
selves .

Ihese reports all may be classified as progressive.

They

tend to fall on different parte of the progressive scale.
Some are much more progressive than the others.

Here in

this State, all these home report cards tend to fall into
the category of very progressive home report cards.

In

some other states of the union, especially in the Far West,
a card of this type would be considered much more conser¬
vative than it would he considered here in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.

However, the progressive home report card

is not above criticism.
CEltlolsma of the Progressive Home Report Card_ Wrinkle, in
his book, “The Hew High School in the Making" gives us a few

Bolmeler, E. K. “An Analytical Appraisal Report of Pnnii
Progress."
The School Review (May, 1943) p? 292

-17

of the criticisms that he has found of the progressive
report card*

Although this book was published 11 years

ago, his criticisms are just as true today as they were
when the book was first published.

He has the following

to say about this type of home report card.

‘‘Detailed ana¬

lytical reports were abandoned because of the excessive
amount of time which they demanded.

The use of designa-

tions unsatisfactory, satisfactory, honors was abandoned
because of possible negative reactions inherent in any attempt to evaluate students where recognition is given to
achievement in terms of both the objectives of the curri¬
culum and the ability of the students.

Preparing an analy¬

sis of reports by various teachers was abandoned because of
the excessive amount of time demanded.

Scale—type evaluations

were attempted and discontinued because scale-type ratings
cannot present more than a partial evaluation of the student.
Anecdotal records were attempted and discontinued because
thej' tended to select unusual activities and experiences
for reporting, and failed to present the ordinary picture
of a students growth and progress.

The conference meetings

of counselor, teacher, and parents were abandoned because
of the failure of the majority of parents to respond to the
invitation of the school to conference opportunities.

4.

Wrinkle,^William L. The Hew High School in the Making
pp• 275—27b

-18
In this brief paragraph Wrinkle has denounced practically
every type of progressive report that is in existence.
criticisms hold true today as they did in 1938.

These

Possibly

the solution to the problem lies at some mid-point between
the progressive and the traditional home report card.

The

ultimate result of this dissertation will be an attempt to
provide an answer to that problem.
Examples of Progressive Cards— Herein will be presented
some of the major reports that have a tinge of progresslvism
in them.

Examples will be cited both from reference sources

and from some of the cards selected for this study,
graphical .Report Card— The graphical tj^pe report card was
discovered in only one high school system in this State.
An example of the Milford High School home report will be
found on page nineteen.
The Anecdotal Report— The author studied many high school
and junior high school report cards that are in use here in
Massachusetts.

01 all the cards studied only one Anecdotal

Report was discovered.

This report is in use in the North-

field Junior-Senior High School, Northfield, Massachusetts.
This card is presented for inspection on page twenty.

Qlher.Home Report Cards— The high school home report cards
that were inspected from many Massachusetts high schools
reveal one significant fact.

Progresslvism in the home report

card is tending to be included in many of the cards.

The

cards under this category tend to be conservative on about

19

GRAPHICAL REPORT CARD

MILFORD HIGH SCHOOL
MILFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
The record of .

This report is more than a mere showing of the grades. It is a graphic illustra¬
tion of the variation in grades which will "at sight” tell a story not possible
with figures or letters.
If the slant of the graph line is upward the student is deserving of praise. If
the line takes a downward turn, talk it over with your child and his teachers.
We show a danger line, thus:

Encourage your child to strive and keep the graph well above the danger line.
The grades for the above pupil are interpreted:
1.
2.
3.

C plus
C
B

4.
5.

D
C plus

JOSEPH J. TOSCHES, principal
If you desire a conference with the principal, a teacher, or the director of guid¬
ance, please indicate with whom and a time convenient.
Date.

Time.

Date

Time.

Date.

Time.

Principal
Teacher
Director of Guidance
Principal
Teacher
Director of Guidance
Principal
Teacher
Director of Guidance

Name

Key To Marking

Curriculum.

Earned

15"

<U
HD

3 O

C/D

Sept.
and
Oct.

Nov.

Jan.

Mar.

May

and

and

and

and

Dec.

April

Feb.

June

Year

c

(L)

"O

Aver.

io

OJ

c

U

Dismissed

U
<L>

Tardy

c/>

Credits

School Year. 19.

The A Pupil
Does excellent work; does more than is required.
Is careful, thorough, and prompt in the preparation of all work required.
Has excellent self-control and effective study habits.

B

1st.
D

The B Pupil
II

2nd.

B

Prepares all assignments carefully.

C

Shows consistent interest.
Has good study habits.

D

Is loyal, dependable and helpful.
III

B

3rd.

The C Pupil

C
D

Does acceptable work but requires direction and stimulation.
IV

4th.

Responds to encouragement and guidance though inclined to be slow
accomplishment.
Meets only the average requirement of the course.

B

Barely "gets by”; meets only the minimum requirements of the course.

~C
D

The D Pupil

A

Total.

B

Fails frequently to respond in recitation or prepared work.
Requires special help and encouragement constantly.
Lacks more independent study habits.

D

Attention wanders frequently from task at hand.
T

O

B

T
A
L

C

The F Pupil

D
Fails to accomplish the minimum essentials.

F

Needs to spend more time on the subject.
Extra Curricula
Music
Art

Band

II

III

IV

Study habits are poor and ineffective.
Either will not, or cannot hold his attention on his work.

Citizenship
The citizenship grade is a consensus of Work and Study Habits and Social
Development arrived at by all teachers who have the individual pupil in the
respective classes. The marks are recorded:
A—Outstanding

B—Satisfactory

U—Unsatisfactory

Work and Study Habits
I

Shows good attitude and disposition

II

toward school work.
Completes work on time.
Able to work alone.
*

Uses time and materials wisely .

.

.

Completes homework accurately and is
prompt in performance

....

Social Development
Neatness

.

.

Courtesy

.

.

Dependability
Work Habits
Cooperation .
Self-Confidence
Responsibility
Emotional Stability

Signature of Parent
Sept., Oct.

Nov., Dec.

Jan., Feb.

Mar., Apr.

May, June

III

IV

V

Ave. ■
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ANECDOTAL REPORT CARD

REPORT
ON THE PROGRESS

OP grads_
IN THE NCRTHFIELD JUNIOR-* SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
NTRTHPIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

PROM___ TO

_

1

Northfield,s schools are progressive*
¥e invite parents to visit.us for the pur¬
pose of a better understanding of the stu¬
dents progress*
George M« Leonard, Principal
P. Sumner Turner, Supt.

—

L

j

PROGREUS IN SCHOLASTIC SUBJECTS
SUBJECT

English

Units earned this year _ Units earned to date _
A 90-100# B 80-89$ G 70-79# D 60-69$ E fcelew 60#
70# is passing
^approaches next higher mark
.— approaches next lever mark
1. prepares assignments regularly
2. dees careful work
3. tries hard
4. fails to complete assignments
5. doe* careless work
6. fails to make up work promptly after absence
7. does not pay attention
8. hands in work late
9. lacks ability to do the wosK of the grade
PROGRESS IN MANUAL SUBJECTS?

1

SUBJECT

2

Penmanship
Music
Home Economics
Physical Educ.
H-Jj#nor

4

3

6 |

5

Av.

1

..

I-improving

*

U-unsatisfactcry'
'

-t

»

~

—

S-satisfactory

1

»

- v -

•

,

A£ ECDOTAL REPORT
■

The following space, is provided so that
teachers may add information about any
subject that is not Covered in the regular
report»
Parents are invited to comment on

urn

m

> *><■*)■ »«i

**>»•+*

i i

■

ii

.« i

.

.

..

—

^< ■

■

*

I

:

r

■■■!>■■•

,

1

c—■*

*'■.

“

'

--

.

.

.

1

Personal characteristics which have an influence
upon the student1s Scholastic and social life at
school.
[ Characteristic
6
LL..1 2
; 3
*+
: 5
l
iPromptness
\
i
_
T
Ability t© get
!
! along with others
{
r
) Cooperation
,
^
i
i
courtesy
i
{
[ Industry
J Care of school. ’
*
i
i property
i
1
■ Honesty
1
i
j
Initiative
Personal appearj
i
!
'
,
ance
_■
.
i
<
7
* T~
-*Lunchroom conduct :
General conduct
h -U " i
"1
.T".-1
f Use cf study hall 1
-!_L-..
H~hcnor

1

4

i
i

:
r

1

_•

”

,

-

Hd mark indicates a satisfactory development
U-unsatisfactory
I-improvement is being made
ATTENDANCE KECCEH
i

Hays absent ;
Times tardy ;
t

1

"

2

1.3

5
!

5

~

f6

Total'

rzt

Good attendance ip school is essential to good work. Students should attend schcol'daily except
in case «f sickness.
~
All appointments and telephone call's should "be
made outside cf school hourst exceot in emergencies*
Each student shpuld spend from' three quarters cf
an hour to two hours per night in home study. This
is essential in order, to ..get the "best results pos¬
sible from classroom discussions. *

Kr#,-.ne't.»,ta^

rt*

. via#*

PiBMT* S SIG'H/'.TUES
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Period 4
Period 5

\
»' ■"■

■ ■

Please sign above* Your signature shews that
you have examined the report "but dee's not necessar¬
ily mean that you approve its contents.

PECGP3TCT Cx' PEOMOPIOU;

. ..-..

A *rfairn cr npoorn report should require a
thorough understanding "by parents. Phis is best
accomplished by a parent-teacher conference.

CSEPIPICAEE OP PBCMOTICm
Phis is to certify that _^
is

/

grade
Principal
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three quarters of the cards and then on many of the cards
there is room for comments by the teachers and parents*
However, the statistical analysis in Chapter III will de¬
finitely prove that high schools in Massachusetts still
tend towards the old traditional type home report card.
The Trend of the Home Report Card— The high school home
report card is in the future going to provide more adequate
information to the horns*
studied during the survey.

This is apparent from the cards
The trend, not only within this

State but throughout the country is in the same direction.
Arthur TB. Traxler in his book ‘’Techniques of Guidance",
presents us with composite survey of the general trends of
reports to the homes.

He lists the following points in a

summary of his survey:
1.

“There is growing a dissatisfaction with systems
of marking that encourage the comparison of pupils
with one another.

2.

There has been a trend in report cards away from
percentage marking toward a scale with fewer points.

3*

There is a widespread tendency for report cards to
include an evaluation of traits other than subject
matter achievement alone*

4.

There is a clear tendency to use descriptive rather
than quantitative reports.

5*

In some schools formal reports are being replaced
by notes or letters to parents.

22—
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6.

noteworthy attempts are made in some of the
more recent reports to analyze and diagnose a
pupils achievements in terms of the objectives
of the school.

?.

Reports are being sent at less frequent intervals
and in some schools only when there is specific
occasion for communication with the home,

8.

Attendance continues to be an important item on
*

report cards.
9.

Parents are being asked to cooperate in building
report cards and also to take part in plans of
reciprocal reporting,

10, In some schools, pupils are cooperating in de¬
vising report cards and in evaluating their own
achievement. H-5
This survey by Traxler clearly shows exactly what the trend
is on the borne report.
exactly the same facts.

In Massachusetts, this study reveals
However, in this state the movement

towards a more progressive home report card is taking place
very slowly.

The tempo can be expected to increase within

the next ten years.

Parents are demanding a more adequate

home report card and the schools must see to it that these
demands are met.

Unless something is done along these lines

quite a few of our school systems within this state will

5.

Traxler, Arthur S. Techniques of Guidance, pp 239-242

-23tend to fall behind the times.

Society is continuing to

advance at a rapid rate and we must continue to advance
educationally.

Here in Massachusetts this trend to remain

behind is apparent in our smaller schools systems, but this
study reveals that the small systems are not entirely alone
in this respect.

Examination of some of the home report

cards reveal some startling facts.

One of our largest cities

ror example, has a home report card that is definitely behind
the trend of the times.

A condemnation of the small school

systems in this state is not entirely justified unless we
examine the cards of our larger systems and look at this
whole problem from an objective viex-zpoint.
The trend is clear and definite.

As a final result of

this analysis the author will formulate a new high school
home report card which will incorporate some of the newer
ideas as revealed by a careful examination of the facts at
hand.

CHAPTER III
AM ANALYSIS OP THE HOME REPORT CARD
IN MASSACHUSETTS HIGH SCHOOLS

Chapter III
An Analysis of the Horne Report Card
in Massachusetts High Schools
Introduction— The primary purpose of this chapter is to
try and find out exactly what the home report card situa¬
tion is in this State.

After making a careful study of

the cards available, a clearer picture of the whole pro¬
gram will be more easily ascertained.
Claesificatlon of Types of Report Cards Received-- This
classification as developed in Table II page twenty-six
is based partly on Lanes Classification of the Home Report
Cards and partly on other types of known oards that are in
existence.

It must be noted that 74 of the cards received

fell into the three of five point scale category.

Most of

these when further broken down between the three and five
point scale with a list of specific qualities, habits, or
attitudes.

These cards included many which use the letters
t

A, B, C, D, etc., followed by a numerical 1, 2, or 3.

The 1,

2, or 3 denote specific qualities, habits or attitudes of

the pupils.

This type of card is on the increase within this

state.
A few cards were discovered where the subject matter
categories and social attitudes were broken down into
component parts.
rare.

Cards of this type are however extremely

Six of them were discovered in this State.

Cards

of this type tend to be more progressive.
Cards similar to type 4, see Table II page twenty-six,
were found In the survey.

However, these cards went a little

-26fur ther when they included a apace for comments by the
teachers, and parent alike.
Classification of Types of Report Card Received— This
table shows a systematic break down of the type of reports
received.

TABLE II
Summary of the types of report cards received.

Type of Report
•

Humber of Reports
of this Tyne
Received

1.

Percentage Report

2.

Three or Five Point Scale

74

3.

Combination of Three or Five Point
Scale, and a list of specific
qualities, habits, or attitudes.

67

Refinement of (3).
Subject matter
categories and social attitudes are
broken down into component parts.

6

Three or five point scale with
specific attitudes qualities, habits,
etc. Special space provides for
teachers or parents comments.

8

Unable to classify because of
Inadequate Information on the card.

2

4.

5.

6.

6

From Table II it can be noted that Massachusetts
public high schools still tend to use the traditional
home report card.

-27Another type of report card that seems to be losing
lavor in the school system of this state is the percentage
report.

From Table II page twenty-six, it can be noted

that only six school systems use the percentage type of
report card.

On these cards the pupil is given a grade

of 84$, 74$ etc.
is as follows:

The argument against this type of report
It is practically impossible to differentiate

between an 88 student and a 90 student.

What teacher with

Justification can say that one student does 88$ work and
another student 90% work.

It is much easier to differentiate

on the basis of A, B, G, D, and F.

Using this type of a

system the teacher has a range of 10 points to decide between
the pupils. There is the other side of the argument, however,
■ ••
. ' '' V
and that is, the one student will have a low B and the other
one a high B and there will be no outward differentiation
between the ability of these pupils.

Taking both these

facts Into consideration, a conclusion must be drawn, in
favor of the A, B, C, D, and F type of marking as against
the percentage type of system.

The evidence presented in

Table II page twenty-six, surely Justifies the conclusion
that the percentage type of report that goes to the home is
out of vogue here in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Which Reports_are Sent to Parents— The interval
at which the home reports are sent to the parents presents
some interesting facts.

It can be noted from Table III page

twenty-eight that the greatest frequency the various school

-28-

systems send these home reports to the parents is four
times a year.

Many school systems send their cards out

five times a year.

A look at Table III shows the inter¬

val at which reports are sent to the home.

Table III
Summary of the Intervals at which Reports are sent to the
Parents.

Interval at which
Reports are sent
—mu.

■-.nr.

3 times a year

Number of
Schools
n——m

.1..—1... i.M.

...

..

1

»

4 times a year

8?

5 times a year

56

6 times a year

16

7 times a year

1

8 times a year

2

From Table III it ia to be noted that cards sent out
three times a year represent a marking period of approxi¬
mately a thirteen week interval. The"greatest frequency
is four times a year.
An Analysis of Information Appearing- on the Home Report CardTable IV page thirty-one was developed with one major idea
in mind.

In order to devise a new home report card, it is

-29absolutely necessary to know what items of information are
now included on the home report card.

Starting with item

number one note the decreasing importance that school
systems place on certain items.

Such things as the name of

the school, name of the pupil, attendance, request for
parents signature, average for term or year, term or year
of the report, grade or room, and key to scholarship rating
are very high on the list.

On the other end of the scale

it is noted that some systems include such items as religous
training, pupils rank in respect to others in the class,
report of homework, and health and health habits.

An item

such as the pupils rank in respect to others in the class
was discovered on two of the home reports examined.

This

item analysis when studied very closely throws a rather
interesting light upon the current trend of items included
in the report cards used in the high schools of Massachusetts.
It is a vital table, because without an analysis of this
type it would be altogether impossible to devise a new
home report card which would include many of the salient
features of the cards nox^ in existence.
Conclusion? on the Home Reports as used in Massachusetts
High Schools— Some general conclusions may be drawn and
some assumptions made on the basis of the statistical sur¬
vey just completed.
1.

The general conclusions are as follows:

Home reports sent four times a year are used in
approximately 53% of the school systems of the state.

-30-

2.

Items such as name of school, name of pupil,
attendance, request for parent's signature,
average for term or year, term or year of
report, grade or room, key to scholarship rating,
reports covering one year, and notice of promo¬
tion or credits earned are considered an absolute
necessity in the home report card.

3.

A report using a three or five point scale of
marking is used in 45$ of the school systems.

4.

A report using a three or five point scale, and
a list of specific qualities, habits, or atti¬
tudes occurred in 41$ of the states school
systems.

5.

The percentage type of report card system is used
in only 3$ of the states school systems.

The following basic assumptions may be made as a result
of this survey.
1.

The trend within this State is towards a more pro¬
gressive home report card, which will supply the
parents with more adequate information.

2.

The percentage type of report card is on the way
out in the State.

3.

Extremely progressive report cards are a rarity on
the high school level.

This type of card has not

made any headway in the majority of the school
systems examined.

-31Item Analysis of Information Appearing on the Home
Report Card— The number of times each major item appears
on the home report card, is indicated, in the table.
TABLE IV
Summary of the Items of Information Appearing on the Home
Report Cards,

Number of times each item of information appears.

.2.
1

3.
4.
5.
6,
7.

.

8

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.

Name of school
Name of pupil
Attendance
Request for parent*s signature
Average for term or year
Term or- year of report
Grade or room
Key to scholarship rating
Scholarship rating by letter
Character traits, citizenship
Reports covering one year
Notice of promotion or credits
earned
Physical Education
Principals or Superintendents
signature
Teacher*s name
Extra class activities
Citizenship
Report of mid year exams
and / or final exams
Health, health habits
Scholarship by per cent
Report of home work
Pupils rank in respect to
others in the class
Religous training

163
163
163
163
162
152
151
150
149
140
152

137
93
69
44
28

19
20

15
6
2
2
1

From Table IV it can be noted that many of the Items
are absolutely necessary on the home report card.
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Chapter IV
A New Home Report Card
A New Home,Report Card— This chapter will Include a sum¬
mary of the criteria to be followed in devising a new home
report card.

It will also include the new card as devel¬

oped by the author.
Criteria.to be.Followed in Making up a New Home Report
-Q&?d— The development of a new high school home report
card is the ultimate result of this whole problem.

Before

that report card can be presented, it is necessary to
develop a set of rules or criteria that must be followed in
-

'

order to evaluate this card,

,

,

b

A card developed in a hap-

ha&ard manner without following any set of rules would
lend itself to glaring weaknesses.

Various authors state

that certain specific rules must be followed in developing
the home report card.
'*In an article on the character of a reporting system,
Traxler has given a good summary of thirteen criteria for
report cards.
1.

The criteria are as follows;

A report which requires a minimum amount of
clerical work.

2.

A report to which the community is educated.

3*

A report which promotes understanding both within
the home and the school.

4.

A report which will inform parents of progress in
all phases, physical and social as well as mental,

5.

A report which states in vSimple terras the phil¬
osophy of the school; and in other words th©

*

ultimate goals of education.
6.

A report which includes adjustment to life as
well as to school subjects.

7.

A report which sets up a standard of value of
work for its ov/n sake rather than for marks or
other emoluments.

8.

A report which is suitable to the age level for
which it is made.

9.

A report which is understandable to the child
himself.

10.

A school record which includes both objective
and subjective material.

11.

A type of record which in case of transfer,
facilitates early and proper adjustment of the
child in his new situation.

12.

A record and report which shall take into consi&eration the child as an individual as well as
the child as a member of a social group.

13.

A type of record and report which will Indicate
scholastic achievement, individual adjustment,
and social growth.**^

The thirteen points as presented by Traxler represents his
ideas on what the good home report card should include.
This is the opinion of just one man and can not be con¬
sidered as all inclusive.

1.

Traxler, Techniques of guidance p. 242
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Reinoehl and Ayer have this to say on the same sub¬
ject:

41 Adherance to clearly defined principles help to

make the home report serve its true function.

A suggested

list follows:
1.

Simple in form-Use simple language which pupils
and parents can easily understand.

2.

Objective-Use terms and symbols about which, there
can be no mistake as to their exact meaning.

3.

Definite-In concise terms direct attention to
«

specific evidence of growth, where genuine effort
produced definite gains in the learning product.
b.

Meaningful-Limit the report to such Information as
is constructively helpful In securing the parents
active cooperation in the childe education.

5.

Broad in Seope-Include in the report along with
the intellectual, the physical, emotional, and
t

social aspects of child growth and development.
6.

Positive-State all items on habits, attitudes, and
achievements in learning in positive terms.

7.

Personal appaal-Comment on the favorable and un¬
favorable condition as revealed by the report in
a way that causes parents to receive it as a per¬
sonal message.

3.

Distinctly Individual-Select the qualities in a
pupil most appropriate for reporting.
stimulate further growth.

Aim to

Avoid suggestions that

might destroy worthy ambition.

36-
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9.

Cooperative-Suggest how parents can help in
improving conditions when remedial or correc¬
tive measures are in order.

Provide for a reply

on receipt and examination of the report.

A de¬

tachable part of the reporting form could be
used for this.
Yoakam and Simpson have developed a list of guiding
principles in making home reports that they feel are im¬
portant.

Their li3t is as follows:
1.

“deport childrens growth and development in
simple English.

2.

Report only such information as will aid in ob¬
taining the cooperation of the parents.

3.

Make the report brief but clear.

Use no expres¬

sion which the parents may not clearly understand.
4.

Report items to the parents when they will have
the greatest influence in producing changes in
the children.

5.

Make the reports as informal as possible.

6.

Make a duplicate copy of every report.

7.

Anticipate the nature of responses which are
likely to result from the report and be prepared
to meet criticism that may be raised.

Heinoehl, d.K., and Ayer, H.C., Classroom Administration
and Pupil Adjustment, pp. 324-323
3.

Yoakara and Simpson, Modern Methods and Techniques of
Teaching,
p. 323

-37Kenneth E. Anderson In the September 1948 issue of
"The Clearing House" has this to say about reporting sy¬
stems.

“Educational objectives are not fixed and constant,

but should change with changes in pupils needs and those
of society.

What ever the reporting system, certain es¬

sentials must be kept in mind:
1.

Does the report provide information to interested
persons about the educational attainment of an
individual?

2.

Does the report indicate how the individual mea¬
sures up to educational objectives?

3*

\ V

Is the report a reliable indication of potential
and actual achievement?

4.

Is the report capable of being understood by non¬
professional persons?

5.

Is the report feasible in the terms of a teachers
time and energy?

6.

Is it valid to assume that the same type of report
must be made in all subject matter fields?

As early as the year 1939 a very significant article
appeared in the February issue of the School Review entitled,
“Efforts towards the improvement of reports to the parents."
This article suggested a type of report be developed that:

4.

Anderson, Kenneth E. "Reports by Departments." The
Clearing House p. 27

-381.

"Stresses the values of citizenship rather than
marks.

2.

Takes account of individual differences and does
not discourage slow pupi1s.

3*

Provides for special appraisal of skills and
attitudes desired within the different depart¬
ments of the school,

4.

Allows the teacher to comment in an informal man¬
ner on the personal growth of pupils and then need
of remedial work.“5

Many other lists of acceptable criteria were examined,
but the ones just referred to were the best examples that
could be found.

There is a great difference between the

acceptable criteria that one author accepts and the criteria
that another author will include on his list.

A closer

examination, however, will reveal certain common elements
in all these listings.

A list will be drawn up to include

these common criteria.

These criteria to be used in the

home report card are general points that must be included
by any committee of teachers developing new home report
card for their particular school system.
Basic Criteria to be Followed in Developing a New Home
Report Card— This suggested list of criteria to be used by
teachers and administrators in developing home report cards
is just a general list.

5.

It does not Include criteria to be

"Educational News and Editorial Commentu, School Review
(February, 1939). p. 84
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followed In developing specific sections of the home re¬
port such as work, habits, etc.

This general list of

criteria is as follows:
1.

A report requiring little clerical work,

2.

A report to which the community can be easily
educated,

3.

A report which can be easily understood by the
parents.

4.

A report which can be understood by the children
themselves.

5.

A report which Included the most fundamental as¬
pects of social and mental growth.

6.

A report which, is limited in the amount of infor¬
mation given.

G-ive only information that is con¬

structively helpful.
7.

A report that Is distinctly individual in all its
aspects.

This list of criteria was based on the common elements
that appeared in the lists studied.

This list must be

followed in order to evolve a card which will be of the
greatest benefit to the teachers, parents, community, and
to the children.
A hew Home Report Card— In devising this new home report
card, the results were attained by a careful analysis of
the oards now In use in this state.

No startling innova¬

tions were included in this card, but an integration of

-in¬
different ideas were grouped together to form a new card
which can easily be adapted to any three or four year
high school within the state or in any state in the union.
This is a hypothetical card that has been set up.

The

name John Jones and the subject English are used only for
purposes of illustration.

The new card appears on pages

forty-one and forty-two for examination.
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CHAPTER V
ADVANTAGES AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF THIS NSW HOKE REPORT CARD

t

Chapter V
Advantages and Implementation
Of This New Home Report Card

In this chapter the advantages of such a home report card
will be presented.

The method of putting such a card into

operation will be discussed.
-A.Separate Card for Each Major Subject— The most important
feature of this card is the idea of having one separate
card for each major subject.

This idea is not altogether

a new one but it la not in common use within this state.
Only one school system in the state uses this system.

It

la the Northbrldge Junior-Senior High School in Whitinsville,
Massachusetts.

This system is &I30 in use in the high school

of Iowa State Teachers College.

The advantages of such a

system are very apparent upon a closer examination of the
facts at hand.
Harming Periods—— It has been found that the school systems
of this favor at least four marking periods during the year.
Cards are usually issued in November, February, April, and
June.

In accordance with this idea this report card would

be issued four times a year.

A period of 10 weeks is the

best period to hand out report cards.

In this space of time

teachers would have enough time to assemble information in
order to make an adequate evaluation of the pupils work.
...QA the Normal Curve— In using such a home report as
this, a suggestion to the teachers must be added.

The

45-
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simplest method to use in devising the grades on this home
report card is to use a marking system based upon the normal
1

curve.

. j(-

.....

*

;

’

’

* •

This method of marking is the best one in existence.

However, a teacher must have a group of students in each
course of study numbering at least 50.

Only with a lar%e

group of students could the teacher successfully employ
this type of marking systems.

All marks in a course would

be based on the idea of the raw score.

The raw score would

be transformed into grades only at the final analysis—the
end of a marking period.

A system of marking such as this

lends itself very readily to the idea of stating the number
of pupils receiving A, B, 0, D, F, or I on the home report.
This writer firmly believes that this type of a marking
system is the fairest one in existence.

It benefits both

the pupil and the teacher.
Interpretation of Grra,deg~~ On the front side of the report
card is found the interpretation of grades.

This chart

follows the normal pattern that is used in most of our school
systems.

It is self-explanatory.

Check hist,of Study Habits— A check list of study habits is
included on the reverse side of the card.

In this check list

are found such items as homework, written work, test results,
conduct and attitude in class.

This list of study habits

especially on a high school level are the most important
ones that oould be discovered after a careful analysis of the
cards in existence.

Final results in any course of the study
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on a high school level are usually determined on the basis
of the five major points which are listed on the reverse
side of this home report card.

A check on the rating that

each student received on this side of the card reveals any
areas of trouble that the student mlerht have.

Corrective

measures could then be taken immediately.
Amount of Work Required by the Teacher— A system such as
this involves more work on the part of the teacher.

H&oh

teacher would be required to make out cards for each pupil
that he or she has in a major field of study such as
Mathematics, English, Languages, Social Studies, etc.

How¬

ever, the results obtained from such a system as this would
c

more than compensate the amount of work involved.
The,,_Mjd-Term Report— Many of our leading educators are of
the firm belief that a report card must include a space for
teachers and parents comments.

After a careful examination

of the cards now used in Massachusetts High Schools this
writer is firmly convinced that the proper place for parents
and teachers comments is on the mid term reports.

Many

superintendents were kind enough to include the mid-term re¬
port that their particular school system uses.
report based on those collected was devised.
may be observed on page forty-seven.

A mid-term
This report

A report is issued

to each student by the teachers of the major subjects.

In

this case a space is included for parents and teachers
comments.

Corrective measures can be taken at the mid-term

47MID-TERM REPORT
Jackson High School

J ac k8on, Massachusetts

To the Parents

DateSubject-

John Jones
1.

is doing creditable work—--

2.

is below certification grade-

3.

is in danger of failing-

4.

in failing-----

The reasons are as follows:
-tack of Preparation
——Absence
-——

Teacher^ Comments:

Parent1 a Comments:

-Class Attitude
—----—Poor Test Work

—Other Reasons

and not at the end of a marking period.

Adjustments

made then would be more valuable to the student and it
would be an added incentive to work harder to bring the
grade up to this passing line.

This Mid-term Report was

oased very closely upon the one in existence in the Concord
Public Schools.

A few minor changes were made in the

terminology.
home Beport for Minor Subjects— This report which appears
on page forty-nine would be included in the group of cards
that the student would receive.

This card would be issued

four times a year along with the cards in the major subjects
Space is provided for both curricular and extra-curricular
activities.

A slightly different interpretation of grades

is included in the lower right hand corner of the card.
Courses towards which credit is allowed for graduation
would be included under the extra-curricular subjects.

The

o.ifferenti&tion oetween these two would be determined by
the individual school systems.
Adyantagea of. .this.Report Card— The primary advantage of
such a system is the fact that each teacher is able to
give a detailed analysis of the work of the student to the
home.

Parents are able to see exactly where the fault lies

and thereby corrective measures can be taken before the
situation becomes hopeless.

Another salient feature of this

report card is the fact that the parents and the students
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themselves are able to see exactly where they stand In the
class in respect to others.

Mo names are mentioned on the

card so there wouldn’t be any disagreement on this situation.
On the reverse side of the card is found a check list of
study habi i,s to be filled in by the teacher.

The car ants

and teachers, by a careful analysis of this check list,
can thereby determine where the major difficulty of the
student lies and take remedial measures Immediately,

This

type of card would be readily accepted by parents and
students alike once it was adopted by a school system.

It

is a more complete inventory of the work of the student
then the cards now in existence within this state.
■Introduction of Mew Home Report Card—. Introduction of a
new home report card must proceed very slowly In any
community.

A new report thrust upon the teachers, pupils,

an-? community without a program of education prior to its
introduction would hardly meet with successful results.

A

program such as the one to be listed should be followed.
1.

Explain the new system to the teachers.

2.

Secure the co-operation of the teachers.

J,

Make sure the teachers know how the new system
operates.

4.

Educate the community to the new system to be
followed.

In a large community this can be done

by a series of articles in the local paper.

In a

smaller community the same results can be attained
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by the use of a mimeographed letter to the home.
5.

Use the card for a trial period, possibly of two
years.

6.

Make a survey of the community to see if the card
is liked by parents.

In this survey a space can

be provided for suggested changes.
7.

If the card is accepted by the community the -school
system can have the cards made out of a more dur■

i

able type of paper.
This program must be followed if the introduction of a new
home report card is to be successful.

The community,

teachers and children must be educated to this new system.
Unless this is done the whole plan will meet with disastrous
results.

People arc conservative at heart and new changes

must be introduced gradually.

They feel that they under¬

stand the old type of home report cards and they do not wish
to change.

A re-education program is then an absolute

necessity prior to introducing something new into a school
system, whether it be a new home report card or a new course
of study.
Conclusion— The author firmly believes that he has de¬
veloped a high school hom^ report card which is flexible
enough to be adapted to any high school system in this
country.

The card has many advantages which the older

types lack.

Society Is progressing at a rapid pace and
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nothing must be overlooked in order to keep our schools
in the trend of the times.
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APPENDIX
SAMPLE OF FORM LETTER
SENT TO
SUPERINTENDENTS
OF SCHOOLS

Appendix A
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst, Massachusetts
Department of Education

To the Superintendent:
The problem of the home report card Is on® that is of In¬
terest to every superintendent of schools.
These reports are
constantly undergoing revision in the hope that educators may
arrive at a report which will give a true evaluation of the
pupil’s progress to the parents.
I am trying to find out exactly what the trend is within
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts on the high school home re¬
port card.
I hope to discover any significant changes that
have taken place in the past few years.
As a final result of
this analysis, I hope to devise a home report card which would
Include the better features of the reports now in existence.
In order to solve this problem, I am kindly requesting that
each superintendent of schools send me one copy of the high
school home report card that Is in use In their particular
system.
I know that you are especially busy at this time of the
year, but your kind cooperation will be greatly appreciated.
Enclosed you will find a self-addressed tab which you can use
in sending me a copy of your high school home report card.
Very truly yours,

John A. Mullaly

Approved by:

»

